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UNIFIED AUTOMATION PLATFORM

AUTOMATION SIMPLIFIED

POWERFUL AUTOMATION DOESN’T HAVE TO BE COMPLICATED



The Industry Spoke . . . Toptech Listened

UAP Provides Bulk Plants and Small Terminals Unmatched Value

Many clients often find it hard to justify automation for their smaller, low volume facilities.  Cost and complexity are the primary 
obstacles that prevent these clients from realizing the benefits automation systems can provide.  These clients routinely install 
MultiLoad II, Toptech’s industry-leading preset, and stop there.  With UAP, the giant leap to feature rich automation is reduced to 
a simple stride.

In addition, UAP is designed to be highly scalable.  More complex features and options are available for facilities that require a 
higher level of automation.  

What is UAP?

The MultiLoad II, Toptech’s flagship preset has grown beyond the confines of the traditional preset model and now serves to offer 
powerful features typically reserved for complex PC-based automation packages.  Essentially, MultiLoad II serves as the control 
platform to manage all of the facility’s loading processes.  Each MultiLoad connects over the internet to TDS which is hosted within 
Toptech’s IT environment.  TDS serves as the user interface to visualize consolidated load data, manage business data, run reports, 
and perform inventory management and balancing. 

UAP Features:

Preset Control:
MultiLoad II products can be applied to virtually any loading 
scenario

Loading Data:
Automatically record and track all loads through the TDS User 
Interface

Inventory Management:
Gain visibility into inventory levels in real-time

End-of-day Processing:
Simplify processing of all gains and losses through TDS

Powerful Reporting:
TDS features a powerful reporting suite and the ability to export 
vital facility data

Receipt Reconciliation:
Ensure the product you receive in your facility matches what 
you have been billed

UAP Benefits:

Automate your Loading Operations
Print BOLs Automatically

View all of the product that has left your facility
Eliminate Manual Data Entry Error

Know how much product is in your facility at all times

Reduce effort and mistakes when balancing your facility

Easily run reports to gain  insight into critical operations

Reduce shrinkage, potentially saving tens of thousands of 
dollars



Gain a Competitive Edge with UAP

UAP is Flexible

Toptech has always been comitted to game changing innovation and this new approach to facility automation represents a complete 
evolution in how our customers can manage their operations.  UAP can be ideally applied to the following applications, including:

• Bulk Plants and Small Terminals
• Aviation Fueling
• Fleet Fueling
• Ethanol and Biodiesel Production Facilities
• Transloading 

TDS - Hosted Automation

TDS is a hosted platform which provides an intuitive user 
interface to perform critical management and automation 
functions.  TDS sends and receives data to and from your facility 
via MultiLoad.

MultiLoad II - Load Rack Automation

MultiLoad II contains valuable features which enable it to act 
as both a powerful automation system and a preset.  As part 
of UAP, MultiLoad integrates directly with TDS through the 
Internet.

Enjoy the Benefits of Hosted Automation

Reduced Investment and Quicker ROI
Reduced IT & Hardware Costs (Eliminate on-site Automation)

Remote System Access from Any Location with an Internet Connection
Seamless Product Upgrades

Simplified Multi-site Management
Centralized Data Consolidation and Routing to ERP

Two Powerful Platforms, One Integrated Automation Solution

MultiLoad II

BOL/Ticket Printing
Loading/Blending

Transaction Processing
Tank Gauge Interface

PLC Interface

Internet Browser

Create and Run Reports
Visualize Inventory
View Transactions

Perform EOD Processing
Manage Business Data

Loading Data

Database Updates



UAP Provides for a Low Investment and a High Return

Don’t Pay for Expensive License Fees

Toptech UAP eliminates the need for an on-site automation system.  Towards this end, there are no expensive license fees associated 
with the system.

No More Costly Support and Maintenance Fees

Software support and maintenance fees can be nearly 20% of the original license price.  With UAP, these fees are greatly reduced and 
included as part of the yearly software contract.

Never Worry About Lost Loading Tickets

With UAP, all transaction data is stored in Toptech’s hardened data center and accessible through the web.  The challenges of 
maintaining and inputting data from paper loading tickets can be a thing of the past.

Gain Control Over Inventory

Real-time access to inventory levels ensures you can optimize supply events and track gains and losses.  Balancing your facility has 
never been easier.

Secure your Load Rack

Account for all the product that leaves your facility.  With UAP, all transactions are logged allowing you to pinpoint who has loaded 
every drop of product.

Nearly Eliminate Supply Shrinkage

The UAP Receipt Reconciliation Service can be utilized to ensure your suppliers are accurately providing you with the amount of 
product they have agreed to supply to you.

USA Office  -  Longwood, Florida
Phone: (407) 332-1774  -  Fax: (407) 332-1802

Europe Office  -  Zwijndrecht (Antwerp) Belgium 
Phone: +32 (0)3 250 60 60  -  Fax: +32 (0)3 250 60 61

UAP provides the efficiency and control to operate your facility 24x7x365.  
Realize more revenue, reduce operating costs and achieve piece of mind.  

Contact Toptech to find out how UAP can work for you.


